The American Chemical Society assumes no responsibility for the statements and opinions advanced by contributors to its publications. Views expressed in the editorials arc those of the editors and do not necessarily represent the official position of the American Chemical Society. One of the outstanding characteristics of the ACS is the willingness of so many of its members to give of tlieir time and energy to the task of building a better Society and a publication program not matched by any other scientific or engineering profession.
THE WHY OF ADVISORY BOARDS
These advisory boards and those of the Advances in Chemistry Series and the ACS News Service receive little publicity. Yet their contributions to the continued progress of the journals and the publicity and public relations operations of the Society are substantial.
How did they come into being? What services do they perform? About 17 years ago, when your editorial director succeeded the late Harrison E. Howe, he found that two boards existed-on paper. One served I&EC's Industrial Edition and the NEWS KDITION; the other was listed on the first page of the Analytical Edition index.
An earlier, highly favorable experience with an active advisory board on the publication then known as Chemical Industries convinced us of the desirability of activating these two bodies. Accordingly, several long and highly productive meetings were held in 1943, 1944, and 1945 in Woods Hole, Mass., at the Marine Biological Laboratory. It had been a pleasant custom of Dr. Howe to move the then small editorial staff to the Cape each summer, out of the Washington heat.
An enlarged staff and air-conditioning in 1945 brought to an end the Cape Cod era. For several years the board met during national meetings. Ultimately the crowded schcd-ules of attendees forced us to hold advisory board meetings at other times.
These boards serve many useful purposes, but three particularly should be mentioned. First, they help bring to the editors the opinions of many associates on services being performed by the journals. While this informal poll-taking is no substitute for periodic studies conducted by professional statistical surveyors, it is most useful.
Second, they provide a sounding board for the editors to try out new ideas before adopting them. Often such ideas are greatly modified or rejected as the result of lengthy discussion. Third, many innovations or improvements are proposed by board members and by the officers of a division or divisions served by a specific journal.
As an example: At one of the early meetings of the analytical group at Woods Hole, it was suggested that a 15-year cumulative index of the Analytical Edition be prepared. This was done and thousands of copies were sold. Another 15-year index will appear this year.
Including representatives of divisions at these meetings has resulted in much closer and more effective cooperation between divisions and journals.
The scope and policy of each of the then existing applied publications were virtually hammered out at the first Woods Hole session. Chemistry and chemical engineering are dynamic fields, however, and publications serving them must always be ready-not only for change, but actually to provide valuable editorial leadership and inspiration.
The only tangible reward to advisory board members is to have their names on a masthead of a journal for three years. Yet, many tell us they find this type of service extremely stimulating. The caliber and professional reputation of those who serve on these boards and take time out of very busy careers to advise with the editors is readily discernible by reading their names on this and other mastheads.
It certainly is true that we editors are greatly indebted to all who have served omo^v serve in this capacity. See https://pubs.acs.org/sharingguidelines for options on how to legitimately share published articles.
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